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1. Introduction 
Let (M, (. , .),) be an n-dimensional (n 3 2) Riemannian manifold of class C3, where (. , .),! 
denotes the metric tensor on M. Let Q c niz be the closure of an open subset Q. 
A notion of convexity of fl (extending the usual one in EY) can be given in different ways, 
(cf., e.g., [5,8,11,23]). We prefer the following one: 
Definition 1.1. Q is called convex if for any geodesic y : [O, 11 + fi such that y (0), y(l) E Q, 
v(t) E 52 for any t E [0, I]. 
Notice that if Q is convex it is not necessarily homeomorphic to the disk. 
Example 1.2. Let (M, (. , .),) be KY endowed with the Riemann structure a(x) (. , .) where (. , .) 
is the Euclidean scalar product on IP, and Q = {x E IF?” : 1 < 1.x) < 2) where 1. ( is the Euclidean 
norm. Assume that ICY + (a’(x), x) < 0 if 1x1 = 1 and 2~(x) + ((Y’(X), x) > 0 if Ix\ = 2. 
where a’(x) denotes the gradient of 01 with respect to the Euclidean scalar product. Simple 
calculations involving the geodesics equation show that Q is convex. 
Example 1.3. Let M be the surface (embedded in II%“) generated by the rotation of 
uE{(X,y)Enz2:x4+(y-2)4=1, O<y62} 
U {(x, y) E R2 : x = 1 orx = -1 and y 3 2}, 
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around the x axis. Consider on nlz the Riemann structure induced by the Euclidean scalar product 
of Iw3. Set 
and 
r1 = ((1, y, z> E lR3 : y2 + (z - ;,’ = 9}, 
and take as S2 the bounded connected component of ?vI \ (ru U r,). 
Since the disk is convex with respect to the Euclidean structure and afi = I’0 U rl, it is 
immediate to check that S2 is convex. 
Now recall the notion of orthogonal geodesic chords in 52 
Definition 1.4. A geodesic y : [0, l] + nlc is called geodesic chord in Q if 
vm I[) c Q, Y(O), ~(1) E afi. 
A geodesic chord is called orthogonal if 
and 
MO), NY(o) = 0 for any u E Ty,o,afi 
(Y(l), i&(i) = 0 for any u E T,,,,afi 
Notice that, by the conservation law of the energy and the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem 
related to the geodesics equation or?(t) = 0 (where D, denotes the covariant derivative along 
the curve v) if y is a nonconstant orthogonal geodesic chord, necessarily y (0) # y (1). 
In [5], assuming that a 52 is smooth, and fi is convex and homeomorphic to the n-dimensional 
disk, the author proved the existence of at least IZ orthogonal geodesic chords, which are geo- 
metrically distinct (i.e., with different supports). Such a result generalizes that of Lusternik and 
Schnirelmann, who showed in [14] that a convex subset of IP (endowed with the Euclidean 
metric) with smooth boundary has at least n orthogonal geodesic chords. More precisely 
Theorem 1.5. Let Q C M be such that 
(1) a Q is a manifold of class C2, 
(2) s2 is convex, 
(3) a is homeomorphic to the n-dimensional disk (n > 2). 
Then a has at least n, geometrically distinct, orthogonal geodesic chords. 
Note that the estimate in Theorem 1.5 cannot be improved as we see when considering the 
domain bounded by an ellipsoid in Iw” (endowed with the Euclidean scalar product) having different 
axes. 
Theorem 1.5 was proved in [5] by constructing a flow on the curves in R, using the shortening 
geodesics methods, and using the theory of the intersection of cycles. In [8] such a results was 
generalized in presence of an autonomous potential by the shortening method applied to the 
Lagrangian functional and using the theory of the subordinated classes. It is a kind of translation 
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in modem language of the theory of the intersection of cycles. The use of the subordinated classes 
to prove the Bos Theorem was very briefly sketched in [ 111, but including some misleading point. 
In this paper we first give a new proof of Theorem 1.5 using a suitable penalization argument 
and a minimax argument which is different from that used in [8]. There are various techniques to 
deal with the analytical part of the proof of Theorem 1.5. According to us the penalized argument 
is quite simple. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show how the number of orthogonal geodesic chords 
changes according to the topology of a. In particular we shall consider the case where Q has 1 
hole and 2 or more holes and we shall prove the following results: 
Theorem 1.6. Let SI c M be such that 
(1) a 52 is a manifold of class C*, 
(2) 52 is convex, 
(3) I2 is homeomorphic to an annulus in IR” (n 3 2). 
Then Q has at least 2 (geometrically distinct) orthogonal geodesic chords. 
Let x E R” and p > 0. We set 
B,(x) = (y E IL%” : Iy --XI -c p) 
where 1 1 denotes the Euclidean norm in R”, and we shall denote by B,(x) its closure. 
Theorem 1.7. Let s2 c M be such that 
( 1) 8Q is a manifold of class C2, 
(2) Q is convex, 
(3) there exists k 3 2, x1, . . . , xk E IF?‘, and ~1, . . . , pk E Ik!+ such that B, (xi) C BI (0) for 
any i, B, (xi) 17 B,, (.x1) = 0 if i # j and !YJ is homeomorphic BI (0) \ Uf=, B, (xi). 
Then there exists a sequence { ymjmG~ of orthogonal geodesic chords in !G? having energy going 
to +cQ. 
Remark 1.8. Notice that also the estimate in Theorem 1.6 cannot be improved. To this aim let. 
II and Q be as in Example 1.3. It is not difficult to see that if y is an orthogonal geodesic chord 
in fit, the projections of y(O) and i/(l) on the plane {(x , y , 0) : x , y E IR} have radial direction 
and the extreme points of y are in different connected components of a Q. 
Since the circles {(y, Z) E lR* : y* + Z* = 4) and ((y, Z) E IR” : y2 + (Z - A)” = 9), are & 
not concentric we see that there are only 2 orthogonal geodesic chords in fi. Moreover it is not 
difficult to generalize the above example to any dimension showing that the number of orthogonal 
geodesic chord does not depend on the dimension. 
The different estimates in the above theorems depend on the topology of the loop spaces in Q 
having extreme points in i3s2. It would be interesting to have a kind of Classification Theorem 
about the topology of such space. Thanks to the differential technique used in this paper we should 
have automatically a multiplicity results depending on the topology of Q. 
The problem of finding orthogonal geodesic chords seems related to the search of brake orbits 
in a potential well. 
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Let us consider a natural Hamiltonian function H E C2(IW2N, rW>, i.e., a function of the form 
H(Pv 4) = 2 aij(q)PiPj + v(q) 
i,j=l 
where V E C2(RN, R), aij(q) = aji(q) E C2(RN, R), and 
2 aij(9)PiPj 2 u(S)lP12 
i. j=l 
with u(q) > 0 for any q (here 1 - 1 denotes the Euclidean norm in rWN). 
The corresponding Hamiltonian system is 
It is well known that the function H itself is an integral of the Hamiltonian system (H): it 
represents the energy of the dynamical system described by (H) . 
A special kind of periodic solutions of (H) are the so called brake orbits. A brake orbit is a 
nonconstant C2-periodic solution (p(t), q(t)) of (H) with the property e(O) = p(T) = 0 for 
some T # 0. Since H is even in p, (p, q) is a 2T-periodic solution with p odd and q even about 
0 and T. Obviously, if h is the energy of a brake orbit, V (q (0)) = V (q (T)) = h, 
In a very famous paper (cf. [21]), Seifert studied the existence of brake orbits in a potential 
well for a natural analytical Hamiltonian system. By a potential well we mean a bounded set 
Q = {X f IFP : V(x) c h} such that V’(x) # 0 for any x E aQ, where V’(x) denotes the 
gradient of V with respect o the Euclidean metric of IWN. Seifert proved, looking for geodesics in 
the Jacobi metric (h - V(x)) C&=l aij (x) vi v; , the existence of a brake orbit under the assumption 
of Q U aC’2 being homeomorphic to the N-dimensional disk {x E RN : (x 1 < 1). In a footnote to 
the same paper, he suggested that, in a potential well homeomorphic to the N-dimensional disk 
one might be able to find N geometrically distinct brake orbits (i.e., having different supports). 
The relation between the orthogonal geodesic chords and the brake orbits is suggested by the 
following property of the brake orbits: the unit vector obtained by normalizing 4 tends to became 
orthogonal to the boundary whenever the brake orbit approaches the boundary itself. 
Then the results of Theorems 1.5-1.7 suggest he possibility to have at least two brake orbits 
whenever the potential well satisfies (3) of Theorem 1.6, and infinitely many if it satisfies (3) of 
Theorem 1.7. 
2. Some preliminaries 
Let (M, (. , -)x) be a Riemannian manifold of class C3, where (. , -)x denotes the metric tensor 
on M. 
Let T,M denote the tangent space of 3vc at x, and, if 1,4 E C1 (n/c, I!%), denote by grad e(x) the 
gradient of @ at x, i.e., the unique vector in T,M such that 
d’$(-# = (grad+(x), Ox for any f~ E T,M (2.1) 
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where d+(x) denotes the differential of $ at X. Moreover if I/I E C”(M, II%), let H$(x)[u. ul be 
the Riemann Hessian of ?,/I at x along the direction u E 7;M, i.e., 
H’(x)l~ ~1 = $(W4~~)~,T=o 
where v is the geodesic in M such that y(0) = x and y(O) = V. 
We shall need the following 
Lemma 2.1. Let SI C M be the closure of the open bounded subset fi and assume that 
852 = a(M\Q) # L? is a manifold of class C”. 
Then there exists $ E C’(_M, IF!) such that 
(1) 4(x) < 0,forall.x E Q, 
(2) ai-2 = ~~‘(0)foralln E act, 
(3) grad$(x) # Oforall x E aS2. 
Moreover $R is convex 
(4) H@(x)[v. u] 3 Oforall x E afi, andforall u E 7;aG!. 
Proof. Take 
&) = 
- dist(x, as2) if x E !G?, 
dist(x, X2) if x # Q, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where dist denotes the distance induced by the Riemannian structure on M. For any x such 
that dist(x, afi) 6 6 with 6 sufficiently small there exists one and only one y E afi such that 
dist(x, as2) = dist(x, y) (cf., e.g., [S]). Then, thanks to the uniqueness, it is not difficult to see 
that, if .y @ aR, 
~~~(l)/dist(x~ afi> if x E fi2. 
vX(l)/dist(x, afi) if x#Q, 
where yx : [0, I] + M is the minimal geodesic connecting as2 with x in Q if x E R, and 
connecting iK? with x in M\Q if x E M\Q. Moreover, an integration by part shows that y,(Oj 
is orthogonal to as2 if x $ aR, then, using a Taylor expansion for the geodesics starting from 
i)R with unitary orthogonal speed shows that grad$(x) is of class C’ in (dist(x, as2) < 8) and 
grad+(x) # 0 for any x E i352. 
Then 4 can be obviously extended to a C2 map on all M satisfying (l)-(3). Finally, property 
(4) can be easily obtained arguing by contradiction. 0 
Remark 2.2. Note that, as proved in [7], condition (4) is really equivalent o the convexity of a. 
Since M is of class C”, by the well-known Nash Embedding Theorem, ([ 161) we can assume 
that there exists P E W sufficiently large such that 
M is embedded in RP and, for any x E IMY, (. , .)\- = (. , .) is 
the restriction to 7”M of the Euclidean scalar product in Iw’. 
(2.4) 
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Now let 
A’([O, 11, nit) = {X : [0, I] + IwP absolutely continuous; 
x(s) E M for any s E [0, 11, 
and l;(.+,$dt < +co}, 
(2.5) 
and, as usual, for any m 2 1, 
W1,2([0, 11, lP) = {X : [O, l] += IF? absolutely continuous, 
&, X) dt < +oo}. 
Since n = dimM < P, we can think of lFP as a subspace of Iw’. Then (following the proof 
of Theorem (6) in [17]), we can take any (T E A’([O, 11, M) c W1,2([0, 11, BE’) and any 
h E W1,2([0, 11, IV) c W1,2([0, 11, IF!‘) and set 
so&O)(t) = exp,(,$W)), 
where exp, (u) = vX,” (l), and yX,” is the geodesic 1/ such that v (0) = x and p (0) = u. Note that, 
since Loo is embedded in W 1,2, cp,, is well defined for any h whose norm in W 1,2 ([0, 11, IV) is 
sufficiently small. Since M is of class C3 the Christoffel symbols are of class C2 (cf., e.g., [15]), 
so by the theory of ordinary differential equations we deduce that exp,(u) is of class C*. Then 
the map 
& : Wlv2([0, 11, IR”) -+ Wlq2([0, 11, RP) 
is of class Cl. It allows to define a local chart for any o E A1 ([0, I], n/c) and to prove (assuming 
that h/c is only of class C3) the following 
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a Riemannian manifold ofclass C3. Then the set A’([O, 1],?!4) is a 
manifold of class C’ modelled on the Hilbert space W 1,2([0, 11, IP) whose tangent space, for 
any x E A’([O, 11, MY) is given by 
TJ’UO, 11, W = {t : P, 11 + IRp absolutely continuous; 
c(s) E T,(,+forany sE IP, 11, 
and J~UAC, W) dt < +m}, 
(2.6) 
where D,t denote the covariant derivative of 6 along x. 
Moreover A’ ([0, 11, M) can beendowed witha Hilbert structureon T,A’ ([0, 11, MY) by setting 
65, (2)x = El(O), h(O)) + ~bs$~, Dst2‘2) dt, (2.7) 
and, if M is complete, A’ ([0, 11, 34) is complete with respect to the distance induced by the 
Hilbert structure (2.7) (and also by the usual Hilbert structure of W1j2([0, I], Iw’)). 
Note that if M is of class Ck (k 3 3), A’([O, 11, M) is a manifold of class CkP2. 
Remark 2.4. Obviously, we can modify the Riemarm structure outside the compact subset 52, in 
order to have that M is complete. Therefore, in order to prove Theorems 1.5-1.7 we can assume 
that n/c is complete 
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Now set 
A’([O, 11, nit, x-z) = {x E A’([O, 11, ?vl) : x(O), x(l) E m}. 
We also have the following 
(2.8) 
Proposition 2.4. Let %‘I be a Riemannian manifold ofclass C”. Then the set A’ ([0, 11, nit, as2) 
is a C’-submanifold ofA’([O, 1],3vc), whose tangent spacefor any x E A]([O, 11, %I, 8fi) is 
given by 
(2.9) 
The Hilbert manifold A’ ([0, 11, %l, 8Q) can be endowed with the Hilbert structure given by the 
restriction of(2.7) on T,A’([O, 11, n/c, as2) , i.e.,forany h,b E T,A’W, 11, M, aQ2), 
(2.10) 
Moreover, if ?K is complete, A ’ ([0, 1],3M, aS2) is complete with respect o the distance induced 
bv the Hilbert structure (2.10) (and also by the usual Hilbert structure of W’.*([O, 11, IR’)). 
Proof. Define h : A’([O, 11, JVIJ + IR2 such that h(x) = (#(x(O)), +(x(l))), where 4 is 
defined in Lemma 2.1. Clearly h is of class C ‘, because A I ([0, 11, M) is of class C ’ and 4 is ot 
class C’. Since 
dht’x)t = @$(x(O))<@), &W))t(l)) 
by Lemma 2.1(3) we see that, for any x E A’([O, 11, 3Lz, as2) = h-‘(0, O), 
dh(x)(.) : T,A’([O, 11, %‘I) + lR2 
(2.11) 
is onto, proving that A’([O, 11, Xl, i3s2) is a C’-submanifold of A’([O, 11, %l) having codimen- 
sion 2 in A’([(), 11, nlz). Moreover by (2.11) and the definition of 4, 
Ker dh(x) = [c E TYA1([O, I], nlc) : ((0) E T,(o,aS2 and c(l) E T,(l,l+st], 
proving (2.9). 
Finally (2.10) is trivial, while the completeness of A’([O, 11, nlc, as2) is a simple consequence 
of the completeness of A’([O, 11, nlc). 0 
As usual we shall put ]lu ]I1 = ((u, u),) ‘I2 Consider now the action integral . 
f(x) = I’ +(i, X) ds. (2.12) 
It is a standard computation to verify that f is of class C’ on A’([O, 11, ?vI, ast) and, for any 
u E TxA’(]O, 11, M, 3% 
d.f(x)u = f’(x>u = (grad f(x), u), = i’(X, Dsu), ds (2.13) 
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where df denotes the differential of f, grad f the gradient of f with respect o the Hilbert structure 
(2.10) and D, u the covariant derivative of u along the direction X (with respect o the Riemannian 
structure in (2.4)). 
Remark 2.5. It is well known that, if x E A’ ([0, 11, 3M, aQ> is a critical point with respect o 
the test functions u E T’A’([O, 11, 3uc, as2) such that u(0) = u(1) = 0, (i.e., df(x)u = 0 for 
any u E T,A’([O, 11, JVf, an) satisfying u(O) = u(l) = 0, then x is a geodesic in %l (in the 
interval [0, 11, i.e., x E C’([O, 11, L&Q and D,X = 0 for any t E [0, 11. Moreover an integration 
by parts shows that for any critical point x E A’([O, I], nit, as2), -I;-(O) is parallel to grad$(x(O)) 
and X (1) is parallel to grad 4(x (1)). Then, if x(t) E Q for any t E IO, l[, it is an orthogonal 
geodesic chord. 
To bypass the difficulty due to the presence of the boundary we introduce the following penal- 
ization argument. For any E E IO, l] set 
12: G Aa([O, 11, aSJ> = (x : [0, l] + nlc absolutely continuous; 
@(x(s)) < E for any s E [0, 11, 
x(O), x(1) E as2 andjd(X, X) dt -C +cm}. 
(2.14) 
To find orthogonal geodesic chords we shall take the limit as E -+ 0 of critical points in AA 
for the functional 
(i.e., points x f St: such that df,(x)u = 0 for any u E TX(@)) where 
XE(S) = sL 
(E - s>2 
if s 3 0, xE(.s) = 0 if s < 0. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Note that, differently from other penalization techniques (cf., e.g., [2,9, lo]) here the open 
set where the penalization functional is studied is not fixed, but it depends on the penalization 
parameter E. For this reason the a priori estimates on the critical points of the penalized functional 
differ from those quoted above. 
3. A priori estimates on the critical points of the functional fE 
The main result of this section is the following one: 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (l)-(2) of Theorems 1.5-1.7, let (&} be a family of critical 
points of fC such that 
0 < m 6 fe(x,> G M < +oo, (3.1) 
with m and M independent of E. Then there exists EO > 0 such thatfor any E E IO, ~01 
$(x,(s)) < 0 for any s E [O, 11. (3.2) 
Thus, for any E E IO, ~01, x, is a nonconstant curve, critical point off in A’ ([0, 11, n/c, as2) 
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Remark 3.2. If m, M and FO are as in Theorem 3.1, and E E 10, ro], xF is a geodesic in R 
having orthogonal speed in t = 0 and t = 1 (cf. Remark 2.5). Then by the convexity of Q (cf. 
Definition 3.1) xc(t) E C2 for any t E IO, l[, therefore it is an orthogonal geodesic chord in Q. 
Moreover if xi and x2 are orthogonal geodesic chords such that f (xi ) = cl, ,f (~2) = cl with 
cl # ~2, then xl and x2 are geometrically distinct. Otherwise x2(t) = xl (a(t)), and, since the 
curves XI and x2 are parameterized in the interval [0, 11, it must be 
a(O) = 0 and a(l) = 1 or 0(O) = 1 and 8(l) = 0. 
Since 0 = D,(i~(t>) = (O’(t>)2D,(X, (O(t)> + S”(t)xl (f?(t)) = z9”(t)x, (a(t)) and Xl (s) # 0 
for any 9, we have a”(t) = 0 for any t. Then z’?(t) = t or 0(t) = I - t, in contradiction with 
Cl # L’z. 
Then, to prove for instance Theorem 1.5 it will be sufficient o prove the existence of N different 
critical values for the functional fc with E sufficiently small. 
Remark 3.3. If x, is a critical point of fE it satisfies the differential equation 
D,X, = x:(4(x,)) grad@(x,) for any ,s E [O, 11. 
Multiplying both terms of (3.3) by X, gives the existence of a constant E, such that 
E, = $(X,(s),X,(s)) - x~(~(x~>) for any s E [O, 11. 
Integrating (3.4) in the interval [O, 11, since X~ 3 0, gives 
. i-1 I-’ f’ 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
E, := ; Jo (-G(s), k(s)) - Jo X6(4(-?)) = fc(&) - 2Jo XE(@(&)) < h(4). 
therefore, if x, satisfies (3. l), 
E C M. El (3.5) 
Now consider the multiplier in the equation (3.3), 
PP(,S) = x&W&))). (3.6) 
The following lemma is needed to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.4. llnder the assumption of Theorem 3.1 there exists ~1 > 0 such that 
sup {/ds) : s E [O, 11, E E IO, &,I) < +m. (3.7) 
Proof. For every E > 0, put ps(s) = @(x,(s)) which is a C2 function on [0, 11. Let s, be a 
maximum point p,.Since the derivative xi is non-decreasing, and x:(a) = 0 for any a < 0, 
CL&) 6 X:(WE(&))). 
Therefore it suffices to prove (3.7) assuming 
$(x-E(&)) E 1% cr. (3.8) 
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Since s, is a maximum point for pE, by (3.3) 
0 3 Pets,) = ~~tx,tsE))[-Gt~,), -Gts,)l + (grad4tx,ts,)), %G(x,>) 
= f@‘(x,(s~))[-C(s~)~ -C( ,>l + x$(~(xEtsE)))(gradcP(x,ts,)), grad@(x,ts,))). 
By (3.1) and the compactness of si, x, is uniformly bounded, while, by (3.7) and Lemma 2.1(3) 
(grad@(x,(s,)), grad@(&(s,))) is uniformly bounded away from zero. Therefore, there exists a 
positive constant K, independent of E, such that 
x;(@(&E))) < K . GE(&), k(%)). (3.9) 
Now, combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.9), gives the existence of a positive constant L, independent 
of E, such that &(@(xE(sE))) < L(1 + x~($(x~(s,)>)). Then, since by (2.16) 
m = (s(E2: ,,) XE(S) 
and sup {S(E - s)/~E : s E IO, E[] = &/8, we get (3.7) with ~1 < 8/L. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let Ek -% 0. A@er passing to a subsequence the family of positive real functions 
CL,,(s) = x;,G#GF*(s)) weakly converges to W(S) in L2([0, 11, a+). Moreover iffor some SO E 
then v(s) = 0 in a neighborhood ofso. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume by contradiction that (3.2) does not hold. Then there exists 
&k 5 0’ and xk sequence of critical points of f& satisfying (3.1) such that 
there exists sk E IO, 1 [ such that 4 (xk(sk)) E IO, &[. (3.10) 
By (3.3) and Lemma 3.4 xk is bounded in H2,2, therefore, there exists x E H2,2([0, 11, 32) such 
that, unless to consider a subsequence, 
xk converges to x in the C’-norm . (3.11) 
Moreover, passing to the limit in the weak equation of the critical points of fEk, Corollary 3.5 
gives the existence of /1 E L2([0, 11, JR+) such that 
D,,?(s) = p(s) grad @(x(s)) for almost every s E [0, 11, 
and 
p(s) = 0 if #(x(s) < 0. 
We claim that 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
p(s) = 0 for almost every s E [0, 11. (3.14) 
Indeed if s E IO, l[ is such that $(x(s)) = 0, it is a maximum point of the real function 
p(.) = #(x(e)). Then by (3.12), (for almost every s such that @(x(s)) = 0), we have 
0 3 P(s) = H’(x(s))G(s), i(s)1 + (grad4(x(s)), As) gradcP(x(s))), 
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hence for almost every s such that @(x(s)) = 0, 
ds)(grad4(x(s)), grad@@(s))) 6 -f@(x(s)G(s). X6)1. 
NowbyLemma2.1(4) I~I~(x(s)[A(s),x(s)] 3 Obecausex(s) E aQ andx(s) E T,(.,,;SR.Then, 
p(s) (grad 4 (x(s)), grad 4 (x(s))) < 0 for almost every s such that 4 (x(s)) = 0, concluding (by 
Lemma 2.1(2)) the proof of (3.14) because p E L*([O, 11, II??). 
Consequently, by (3.12), 
D,X(s) = 0 for any s E [0, l] 
Then x is a geodesic in Q. But, since xk has orthogonal speed at s = 0 and s = 1 (as shows 
integrating by parts in the weak equation of the critical points of fE,) the same happens for x 
because of (3.11). Since by (3.1) x is not constant we get a contradiction with the convexity of 
R. because by (3.10) and the orthogonality of the speed at the extreme points, we deduce the 
existence of SO E IO, l[ such that X(Q) E afi. 0 
4. Two deformation lemmas 
Since AA is not complete we need the following lemma (cf., e.g., [2]), due to the particular 
type of the penalization term. 
Lemma 4.1. Fix any E > 0. If (xk}kEM C AA is such that /d (xk, xkj is bounded, and 
sup {$(xk(t)) : t E [o, I]} 1 &, then 
s’ 
x~(#h)) ds + +CQ. 
0 
Thanks to the previous lemma it is easy to prove the following 
Proposition 4.2. Assume M to be complete. Then for every E > 0 and a E IR. the set f,” = (x E 
A’ : ,fE.x) < a} is a complete metric subspace of Ai. 
In order to prove the deformation results for the proof of Theorems 1 S-1.7 the Palais-Smale 
compactness condition for the functional fE is needed. 
We recall that a smooth functional I : X -+ Iw, defined on a Hilbert manifold X, is said to 
satisfy the Palais-Smale condition at the level c E Iw ((PS.),) if every sequence {Xk)k& C X 
such that I(xk) 1 c and III’(xk)II 5 0 possesses a converging subsequence. Here 11 (I denotes 
the norm induced on T,X by the Riemannian metric on X and I’ the gradient of I. 
Lemma 4.1 and standard arguments of Riemannian geometry (cf., e.g., [3]) allow easily to get 
the following 
Lemma 4.3. For any E > 0, thefunctional fC (defined on Ai) satkfies (P.S.), for any c E IR. 
Moreover, using the theory of the pseudo gradient vector field and modifying a little bit the 
classical Deformation Lemmas for Cl-functionals (cf. [l&19]), by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 and 
Proposition 4.2. it is possible to get the proof the following lemmas. 
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Let R : W1,2([0, 11, rWp) + W1.2([0, 11, IR’) the isometry defined by 
Rx(t) = x(1 - t). (4.1) 
Lemma 4.4. Let c > 0 be a regular value for fC. Then there exist o E IO, c[ and a homotopy 
n : [0, l] x AL + Ai having the following properties: 
(1) v(O, x) = xfor any x E A:; 
(2) n(1, f;+“) C f&Y”; 
(3) ~(s, x) = xforanyx E f,“-” and s E [0, 11; 
(4) n(s, Rx) = Rn(s, x)for any x E 12: and s E [0, 11, where R is defined by (4.1). 
Set B(y, p) = {z E Ai : d(y, x) < p} where d is the distance induced by the Hilbert structure 
of A;. 
Lemma 4.5. Let c > 0 be a critical value for fE. Assume that 
the number of orthogonal geodesic chords y : [0, l] + a 
such that Jd (p, 9) dt = c isjnite. 
(4.2) 
Then there exist o E IO, c[, U open neighbourhood of the critical points at the level c, and a 
homotopy n : [0, l] x Ad -+ Ai such that: 
R(U) = U, (4.3) 
there exists a homotopy h : [0, l] x U + U such that 
h(s, RY) = Rh(s, y)f oranysandy, andh(1, U) isajniteset, 
(4.4) 
u c {x E x1 : x(0) # x(l)}; (4.5) 
having the following properties: 
(1) q(O,x) = x foranyx f L; 
(2) rl(l, f,"+"\u> c f&Y 
(3) n(s, x) = x for any x E f,'-" and s E [0, 11; 
(4) n(s, Rx) = Rn(s, x) for any x E AL and s E [0, 11. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.5 
We begin this section with the following simple remarks. 
Remark 5.1. By Lemma 2.1 there exists ~0, 60 > 0 such that 
(grad@(x), grad@(x)), 3 uo for any x E @-'([-JO, 01). (5.1) 
Then, using the curves of maximal slope for 4, i.e., the flow q(s, x) given by the solution of the 
Cauchy problem 
ti = grad@(v), r(O) = x (5.2) 
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it is not difficult to construct a Cl-homotopy H : [0, l] x &I([-60, 01) -+ r#-I([-60,Ol) such 
that 
H(0, .) = id, 
~(1~6’ wh, 01)) c afi, (5.3) 
H(s, X) = x for any x E i3R and s E [O, 11. 
Moreover we can construct also an homotopy as above replacing the space $-‘(L--&J, 01) with 
@- ’ ([0, &,I), using the solutions of the Cauchy problem 
li = -grad@(v), q(O) = x. 
Remark 5.2. Setting 
K. =I sup ((grad@(x), grad$(x))i’* : x E a}, 
and 
if.\- E Q’(([O, 11, St, aQ>, and f(x) < co, 
sup{]~(x(~))l : t E LO, 11) 6 Ko 
s 
o’ (X, _;,1/’ < Ko(2fcx)p2 < so. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Proposition 5.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5, there exists y E C”(aR x 2 
W ‘.2 ([O, 11, Rp) satisjjGng the following properties: 
(1) y(A, B)(O) = A, y(A, B)(l) = B,forany A, B E i3Q 
(2) y(A, B)(t) E fiforany t E IO, l[ and A, B E i3S2, 
(3) y(A. A)(t) = Aforany t E [0, l] and A E aS2. 
52. 
Proof. Let q : !2 + B” = {x E 8%” : Ix 1 6 1) be a fixed homeomorphism whose existence is 
assured by Theorem 1.5(3). In order to prove (l)-(3), if q is of class C’ we can choose 
y(A, B)(t) = ‘J--‘@‘(A) + (1 - t)‘P(B)). (5.6) 
If I[, is only continuous, y in (5.6) could not assume its values in W’.2([0, 11, RP). Anyway it 
can easily be regularized in the following way. Since Q is convex we have the existence and the 
uniqueness in Q of the minimal geodesic joining two points sufficiently close to each other (cf.. 
e.g., 1231). This fact allows to regularize v at (5.6), using piecewise C’-paths );(A. B) (belonging 
therefore to W’,2([0, 11, IR’)) obtained starting from y(A, B). 0 
We set 
M = max {f’(y(A, B)) : A, B E aS2} 
(5.7) 
= max (f,(y(A, B)) : A, B E aQ}. 
Now let 2 < y1 E N, B” = (x E Iw” : 1x1 < I}, S”-’ = {x E Iw” : 1x1 = l}, where I . / 
denotes the Euclidean norm in R”. Let R be the map defined by (4.1) and X the equivalent relation 
induced by R. We put 
t? = (v : [0, I] + B” : v(t) = (1 - t)x, + txz. X’, x2 E Y-‘}/a (5.8) 
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and 
eu = {[v] E tI? : y(t) = x E Y-l for any t E [0, l]}, (5.9) 
where [y] is the equivalence class consisting of y(t) and y( 1 - t). 
Note that t? is homeomorphic to (P-l x P-l)/& where the action of 742 on S”-’ x S”-’ is 
given by the identity map and by 
scu, x2> = (x2, Xl>, 
while tZ’e is homeomorphic to S’+‘. 
Let X be a topological space and Y C X. We shall denote by I&(X, Y) the singular relative 
homology of X mod Y and by H*(X) the singular cohomology of X (cf., e.g., [12]). We shall 
consider only Z2 coefficients. 
Let a, E zq E H,(X, Y) (4 b 0). Since the coefficients are in Z2, a4 can be written as 
a4 = TI + . . . + Tkca,) 
where 1 6 k(a,) E N, Tj E C’(A,, X) for any j = 1,. . .,&a,), and A4 is the standard 
q-simplex. 
We shall denote by supp a4 the support of the relative cycle aqr i.e., 
&a,) 
suppa, = IJ Tj(A,). 
j=l 
Remark 5.4. Let r E IO, 2[ and 
G = {[yl E (2 : Iv(l) - v@)I < r}. (5.9) 
Denote by i, the homomorphism induced in homology by the inclusion map. Since (?a is a 
strong deformation retract of t?,, by the exactness of the long sequence of the triple (t?, e,, G&f : 
H,(e, G-J + H,(e, (2,) is an isomorphism for any q 3 0. Moreover by the excision property 
i,2 : Hq(e\eo, G\eo) + H,(C!, e,.) is an isomorphism for any q > 0. Consequently 
<i;>-’ 0 il : H,(e\e,, e,\e,) -+ H,(e, (3,) 
is an isomorphism for any q 2 0. 
(5.10) 
Therefore, considering the cap product (see, e.g., [12, 221) 
n : ~,+,uwo, er\eo) c3 wqeo) + Hqwf\eo, e,\e,) 
(where p 2 0 and q 3 O), we get a homomorphism (which we continue to denote by 0) 
n : H,+,(c co) 63 fWewo) + H,e, co) (5.11) 
such that 
for any ap+q E +fq E &fq (e, ea> and for any op E <f’ E HJ’(e\ee) 
apfq n ap E zq E H,(C!, C!O> and supp(a,+, n aP) c suppa,,,. 
(5.12) 
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Now, for the convenience of the reader we recall the definition of subordinated classes consid- 
ering the couple ((2, (2,) and the cap product (5.11). 
Definition 5.5. Let z, and zpfq be homology classes of C2 mod ($0 having dimension p and p + q 
respectively. The class z, is said to be subordinated to zP+q with respect o c9 E H9(C?\eo) if 
z, # 0, zpfq # 0, q 3 1 and zp+q n !? = z,. 
The following result has been proved in [8]. 
Proposition 5.6. There exist n cohomology classes in H, (e, C&), ~~-1, zn , . , zzn_2 (in dimen- 
sionn-l,n,..., 2n - 2 respectively) such that, for any i = 0, . . . , n - 2, z,,_ I+i is subordinated 
to z,,+, with respect o the unique non-zero one-dimensional cohomology class in H*(C?\C$). 
Now put 
x = A#, 
where x is the equivalent relation induced by R, the map defined by (4.1). 
Moreover set 
(5.13) 
Y = 1~ E A: : x(t) = X(O) E as2 vt E [o, i]}/a, 
A = {x E A; : x(O) =x(l))/!?, 
e = {y(A, B) : (A, B) E as2 x as2p, 
and 
e. = {[y(A, B)] E e : A = B}, 
where y is defined at Proposition 5.3. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
Remark 5.7. Using the shortening geodesic method as in the proof of Proposition 5.3 and the 
related flow (cf. [ 151) and the convexity of the unit disk, show that e is a strong deformation retract 
of X. Moreover, clearly, 60 = Y. 
Remark 5.8. By Remark 5.7 and the exactness of the triple, we deduce that the inclusion map _ _ 
i : ((2, Q) -+ (X, Y) induces isomorphisms in relative homology. Analogously the inclusion 
map i : 6!\&, -+ X\ A induces isomorphisms in cohomology. 
Then it is possible to define, as in Remark 5.4, a cup product 
n : H,+,(X, Y) @ HP(X\A) -+ I&(X, Y) (5.18) 
such that 
foranya,,, E z~+~ E H,+,(X, Y) and for anyaP E cp E Hp(X\A>, 
ap+y nap E Z, E Z&(X, Y) and qy@,+, nap> c suppa,+,. 
(5.19) 
Remark 5.9. By Proposition 5.3 6 is homeomorphic to C? and 6, is homeomorphic to e,,. 
Therefore using the notion of subordinated classes with respect to the cup product (5.18) 
(cf. Definition 5.5) by Proposition 5.3 we have the existence of n cohomology classes in 
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H*(X, Y), Zn-1, Znt . . . , zzn_2 (in dimension IZ - 1, IE, . . . , 2n - 2 respectively) such that, for 
any i = 0,. . . , n - 2, zn_t+i is subordinated to zn+i with respect to the unique non-zero one- 
dimensional cohomology class in H* (X\ A). 
Note that any homology and cohomology groups above are isomorphic to & (cf. [S]). 
Let X and Y be as in (5.13) and (5.14) respectively, and for any i = 1, . . . , n let zi be 
the generator of the relative homology group (with & coefficients) Hn_2+i(X, Y), which is 
isomorphic to ;Zz (cf. Remarks 5.8 and 5.9). 
Define, for any equivalence class [x] E X, the map 
.&ml) = fc(x>, 
where x E Ai and fE is defined by (2.15). 
(5.20) 
Remark 5.10. Note that g is well defined because &(x) = fe (Rx) for any x E AL. We put 
ri = {D C x : D = suppai E Zi}, (5.2 1) 
and 
CI,& = inf SUP g,(bl). 
DEr, [X]ED 
(5.22) 
Remark 5.10. Note that, by Proposition 5.6, Remarks 5.7-5.9 and Proposition 5.3, for any 
i = l,..., n, and for any s > 0, 
ri # 0 and ci.E < M, (5.23) 
where M is defined by (5.7). Moreover, obviously, any ci,c is positive. In particular any cj,E is a 
real number. 
We have the following lemmas involving the real numbers c~,~. 
Lemma 5.11. For any I > 0 
(1) Cl,& > &l/Kl~2~ 
(2) Cl.& 6 C2,& 6 . . . < C,.&. 
Lemma 5.12. Any ci,e is a critical value for fE. 
Lemma 5.13. Assume that the number of orthogonal weak geodesic chords in B is finite. Then, 
there exists EO > 0 such thatfor any i E { 1, . . . , n - 1) andfor any E E IO, eo] 
Ci,s < Ci+l..c. (5.24) 
Proof of Lemma 5.11. Let us prove (1). Assume by contradiction, for some s > 0, 
Cl,& < (so/Ko)2? 
and take o > 0 such that ~1,~ + CT -C (SO/KO)~. By (5.21) and (5.22) there exists D, E ri such 
that 
SUP gEmI) 6 Cl,& + c < @o/Ko>2. 
blE& 
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Then, by Remark 5.2, 
D (7 & 3 ([xl E X : 14(x(t))\ < 60 for any t E [0, 11). CJC. 
Moreover, since any curve x lying entirely in afi can be retracted (continuously and according 
to the map R) on the constant curve consisting of x(1/2), by Remark 5.1 we see that Y is a 
strong deformation retract of ZO. Then, since D, c Za and H+( X, ZO) = H,(X, Y). we get a 
contradiction because D, = supp al E z1 and 21 is a nonzero element of H,_i (X. Y). 
Letusprove(2).Fixi E {l,..., y1 - 1) and consider ci,F and ci+~,~. By (5.22), for any (T > 0 
there exists D;,-1 E ricl such that: 
Now let a,+, E zi+l, such that Di+l = supp Ui+i and take D; = supp ai, where ui = 
u, -1 n U’ E 7,; (cf. (5.18), (5.19) and Remark 5.9). In particular, by (5.19), we have D; c D;+l, 
hence 
sup ??F([~I) 6 Ci+l,E + CT. 
l.rkQ 
But, since Di E Ti, by (5.22) we have 
from which we deduce Ci,E 6 ci+i,E + (J. Since (r is arbitrary (2) is proved. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.12. Assume by contradiction that c~.~ in (5.22) is not a critical value for fP. 
Take o E 10, c,,,[ and q as in Lemma 4.4 and D, E ri such that 
sup SF([Xl> G Ci.c + o. 
IrltD, 
(5.25) 
and therefore 
Ix1 E Do =+ fc(x) 6 c~,~ + cr. 
Now take C, = (x E S-2: [x] E Do} and D& = q( 1, C,)/a. Since q does not move the 
curves .K such that f(x) 6 ci,F - o, and fE is null on the constant curves in AA, by Lemma 4.4 
we get 
D& E r; and SUP &(IXl) 6 Ci.& - 03 
[XIED:, 
in contradiction with the definition of Ci,E. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.13. Let EO as in Theorem 3.1 (with m replaced by CO) and assume by con- 
tradiction that (5.24) does not hold. Then there exists i E { 1, . , n - 1) and E E 10, E] such 
that 
c = Cj,F = c;+i,E. (5.26) 
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By Lemma 4.5 there exist V and V’ open neighborhoods of equivalent classes of critical points, 
cr E IO, c[, and a homotopy i : [0, l] x X + X such that 
V’I vj, 
V’ is the disjoint, finite union of open sets which are contractible in itself, 
V’ c ([xl E x : x(0) #x(l)}, 
ij(O, [xl) = [xl for my [xl E X, 
rlu, gg+“\v) c g;--B, 
q(s, [xl) = [x] for any [x] E gf-” and s E [0, I]. 
Consider Di+t E ri+l such that 
suP g~([xl) G Ci+l,E + C7 
blE&+I 
whose existence is a consequence of (5.22). By (5.21) 
k@i+l) 
Di+l = suppai+r = U Tj(Ai+l) 
j=l 
and 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
Now consider the open covering (V’, X\V} of X. By the covering theorem (cf., e.g., [22, 
Theorem 4.5.141 and [12, Theorem (15.9)]) we can assume (5.33)-(5.35) to hold with ai+l such 
that 
Ui+l = a;+1 + U(l+t, suppa;+r c x\v, suppa;;, c v’. (5.36) 
By (5.28) 
Hq(V’) = 0 for any 9 2 1. (5.37) 
Moreover, by (5.29), V’ c X\A, so by (5.37) and the exactness of the long sequence in coho- 
mology for the couple (X\ A, V’) 
i* : H’(X\A, V’) + H’(X\A), (5.38) 
where i denotes the inclusion of (X \ A, 0) in (X \ A, V') . 
Consequently if <’ is a generator of H1 (X\ A), there exists crl E < ’ such that crl is zero 
over any chain having support included in V’. Then, by (5.36) and the definition of cap product 
(cf. [ 12,221) and Remark 5.8 we have 
Ui+l fla' = a(+1 fla' +Ul'+l flu' = ai+1 na’. 
Therefore if T,‘, . . . , Tk) are such that a(+, tl crl = T,’ + . + . + TL, putting 
Di = fi Tjl(Aj) 
j=l 
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(which is an element of T; and a subset of Di+t because of (5.19)) we see that, by (5.33) and 
(5.36), Q c &+“\I? 
Finally, by (5.30) and (5.32) we deduce that ;i(l, ZIi) E Ti, while by (5.31) ((1, Di) E gj.-“, 
in contradiction with the definition of c~,~ = c. cl 
Finally we are ready to prove Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Take EO as in Theorem 3.1 (replacing m by co = (&/Ko>~). Then by 
Lemmas 5.11-5.13, if the number of orthogonal geodesic chords in Q is finite, CI,~~, . . . , c,.,, are 
IZ different critical values for f in x E A’ ([0, 11, n/c, as2) reached by curves lying in fi. Then the 
proof of Theorem 1.5 follows immediately by Remark 3.2. 0 
Remark 5.14. We have proved Lemma 5.13 assuming that the number of orthogonal geodesic 
chords is finite just for sake of simplicity. However if ci.6 = ~i+j,~ (for some i E { 1, . . . , n - I} 
andsomej E (l,..., n - i}) we can see, essentially by the same proof of Lemma 5.13, that 
there exists a continuum of critical points of fE at the level ~i,~, having dimension 3 j. 
To prove Theorem 1.5 it was not possible to use any notions of category among those actually 
known. For example, denoting by G-cat the equivariant Lyustemik and Schnirelmann category, 
and G-cat the equivariant relative category (cf. [ 11) with G = { 1, R} 2 Zz, as pointed out in [S], 
we have 
G-cat(C CO) < G-cat(C) 6 3. 
6. Proof of Theorems 1.6 
In order to prove Theorems 1.6 (as well as Theorem 1.7) we use the classical Lyustemik and 
Schnirelmann category. For the convenience of the reader we recall its definition 
Definition 6.1. Let X be a topological space and A a subset of X. The Ly~sternik and Schnirel- 
mann category of A in X (denoted by catx A) is the smallest positive number (possibly fee) of 
closed, contractible sets in X, covering A. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.6 we shall need the following proposition whose proof can be 
obtained arguing similarly to the proof of (l)-(3) of Proposition 5.3. 
Proposition 6.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, let Do and DI be such that 
aC2 = Do U D, and DonD,. (6.1) 
Then there exists y E C”(Do x DI, W’-2([0, 11, IR’) satisjjing thefollowing properties: 
(1) >/(A, B)(O) = A, y(A, B)(l) = B,forany A E DO and B E DI, 
(2) y(A, B)(t) E Qforany t E IO, l[, A E Do and B E D,, 
(3) for any A E DO, {y(A, B) : B E 0,) consists ofu unique curve. 
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The Hilbert manifolds where we shall look critical points for the functional fE is the following 
submanifold of Ai : 
X, = {x E A: : x(O) E Du and x(1) E 0,). (6.2) 
Note that the existence of an orthogonal geodesic chord can be easily get by minimizing fE on 
XC, choosing E sufficiently small (cf. Theorem 3.1). For the multiplicity result some topological 
argument involving for example Lyusternik and Schnirelmann category are needed. To this aim 
set 
D = {y(A, B) : A E Da and B E II,}. (6.3) 
For the proof of Theorem 1.6 the following estimate on the category of D in X, is needed. 
Proposition 6.2. Let 60 be as in (5.1). Then, for any E E IO, So], 
catx,(D) > 2. 
Proof. Let E E IO, S,] and 
X = {x E X, : x(t) E R for any t E [0, 11). 
By Remark 5.1, X is a strong deformation retract of X, . Then, as we see directly by Definition 6.1, 
catx, (D) 3 catx (D), hence it is sufficient to show that D is not contractible in X. But this is true 
because, if by contradiction D is contractible in X, following the deformation of { y (A, B)(O) : 
A E Do, B E III } we get that as2 is contractible in Q. This contradiction concludes the proof. 
0 
Remark 6.3. It is not difficult to see that catx, (X,) < 2. Therefore by Proposition 6.2 and the 
monotonicity of the category, catx, (D) = 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For any 8 E 10, Su] and for any i = 1,2 set 
ri = {C C X, : C is compact and catx, (D) 3 i }. (6.4) 
Note that ri is not empty because, by Proposition 6.2, D E ri for any i = 1, 2. Then, setting 
m = inf(f(x) : x E X}, M = sup(f(x) : x E D) and 
Ci,.s = g SUP fE (x), (6.5) 
1 XEC 
gives 0 < m < cl ,E 6 ~2,~ < A4 < fco, by the monotonicity of the Lyusternik and Schnirel- 
mann category. 
Now take &a as in Theorem 3.1. Using Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 in X, and standard properties 
of the Lyustemik and Schnirelmann category (cf., e.g., [4,20]) shows that, if the number of 
orthogonal geodesic chords in R is finite, ~1,~~ and ~2.~~ are different critical values for f in 
x E A’ ([0, 11, ?Vf, as2) reached by curves lying in !? Then the proof of Theorem 1.6 follows 
immediately by Remark 3.2. 0 
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7. Proof of Theorems 1.7 
For the proof of Theorem 1.7 denote by \Ir the homeomorphism, defined on R, of assumption 
(3) and take D,, = V’(aB,(O)) and D1 = V’(aB,(Xi)) for some i E {l, , k}. 
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1.6 we shall look for critical points of the functional .fF 
on the Hilbert manifold 
X,. = (x E s2:. : x(O) E Do andx(1) E II,}. 
As in the previous section set 
(7.1) 
X I= {x E X, : x(t) E S2 foranyt E [0, 11). 
Theorem 1.7 is based on the following topological result 
Proposition 7.1. There exists a sequence K,, of compact subsets of X such that 
catx K,, G foe. 
Let 60 be as in (5.1) and 8 E IO, So]. Since, by Remark 5.1, X is a strong deformation retract 
of X,, by Proposition 7.1 we have 
Corollary 7.2. There exists a sequence K, of compact subsets of X such that, for any E E IO, SO]. 
cat?(~ K,, s +oo. 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Let 
X0 = (x E C”([O, 11, fi) : x(O) E Do and x(l) E 01). 
be endowed with the uniform topology. Since X and X0 have the same homotopy type (cf.. e.g.. 
[ 17]), it is sufficient to prove Proposition 7.1 with X replaced by X0. 
Obviously we can assume that B, (Xi) in the definition of DJ is B,,z(O), the ball in 1w” centered 
at the origin of radius l/2. Enlarging the other “holes” in B,p(O) by a continuous deformation 
shows the existence of k - 1 disjoint segments L,, . . , Lk_1 joining B,,z(O) with BI (0) and such 
that X0 has the same homotopy type as 
& = (y E C%O, 11, Yk) : y(o) E aB1(0), L’(1) E W/D)], 
whereYk =i3B~(0)U~B1~~(0)UL1U..~ULk-I. 
Thanks to the results of Fade11 and Husseini about the category on the compact sets (cf. [6]),. 
to prove Proposition 7.1 it will be sufficient to prove that 
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider only the case k = 2. Anyway for k > 2 the proof is 
similar. 
Setting So = a B,(O) and S1 = 8 B1p(0), we see that Y2 has the same homotopy type as S,, v S, 
the wedge sum of So and SI (cf., e.g., [ 121). Therefore, setting 
1- I= (y E C”([O, 11, SrJ v S,) : y(0) E so, y(1) E s, }. (7.2 
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our goal becomes to prove that 
catrr = +oo. (7.3) 
When IZ = 2, Sa and St are homeomorphic to S’, so (7.3) is obvious because r has infinitely 
many connected components. 
To consider the case IZ > 2 denote by SI (Sa v &) the based loop space of Sa v St and let 
n : r -+ SO x S1 be such that n(y) = (y(O), y(1)). S ince So and St are homeomorphic to S”-’ , 
ST?(& v S,) is homotopically equivalent o G?(S”-‘) x Q(S”-‘) 
x 52 (P-3) x . * f x cl(P) x cz(Y) x qsp+q-‘) x . . . 
(7.4) 
(cf. [ 131). 
Now (Q(Sa v S,), r, SO x SI, n) is a fibration with fiber !GZ(Sa x St), total space r, based 
space Sa x St and projection rc . Therefore we can consider the long exact sequence in homotopy 
(cf. ~241) 
rf*fi(so aI) + n,r -+ n,(s, x sl) -S n,_,~2(so~s1). 
By (7.4) and the form of the related homotopy equivalence (cf. [13]), and the definition of a 
(cf.[24]),onehas~isonetooneand~(~,(SoxS~))isisomorphicto~,_~(R(S”-‘)~i;Z(S~-‘)). 
Then lI,r isisomorphicto lI,(s2(,S2n-3) x fs -x52(P) x sZ(Sq) x C2(Sj’fq-1) x.. .).Therefore 
(cf. [24]) r is homotopically equivalent o C E fi (S2n-3) x. . . x S2 (SJ’) x !2 (9) x !2 (SJ’+*-‘) x 
. . a, hence, since the Lyustemik and Schnirelmann category is an homotopical invariant, 
catr r = catc C . (7.5) 
Moreover, setting F = !i2 (S2n-3) and fixing a point g in Q (S3n-5) x . . . x !2 (SP) x 52 (Sq) x 
!i2 (Sp+q-‘) x . f ., gives 
catcx 2 catc(F x {g]) b catF,(,)(F x Is]). 
Finally catF,(s)(F x {g} = catFF = +oc (cf. [6]), then by (7.5) we get (7.3). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. For any E E IO, 601 and for any i = 1,2, . . ., set 
ri = {C c X, : C iscompactandcat,JD) 3 i}. (7.6) 
By Corollary 7.2, for any i, there exists a compact subsets Ki of X such that, Ki E ri for any i. 
Then, setting m = inf{ f(x) : x E X}, M = sup{f(x) : x E &} and 
Ci,e = inf sup fE (x) 
cer, XEC 
(7.7) 
gives 0 < m < CI,~ < . . . < Ci,E , < Mi < +CO, by the monotonicity of the Lyustemik and 
Schnirelmann category. 
Now fix c E IR. Since f: c f", 
cakf,fEc 6 catx,f", 
while, using the flow in Remark 5.1, we get the existence of a constant p(c) such that 
catx, f’ < catx fC+CL(C). 
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Moreover, since a is convex, using as in [ 151 the flow related to the shortening geodesics 
method (cf. also [23]) shows that catx fCfW@) is finite. Therefore, 
for any c E IR there exists N(c) E N such that 
catx,f,’ < N(c) for any E E IO, Se]. 
(7.8) 
Now let (Y E R, fU = {x E X, : f(x) 3 a} and fE,a = (x E X, : fE(x) 3 a). By (7.8) 
there exists k = k(a) such that C II fE.(y # QI, for all C c X, such that catx, C 3 k. Then 
o < ck.F 6 Mk (7.9) 
As in Theorem 1.6, by Lemma 4.4, ck,E is a critical value for fE in X,. Then by (7.9) and 
Theorem 3.1, if E is sufficiently small than c k.E is a critical value for f in fi’([O, 11, n/c, afi). 
Since Q! in (7.9) is arbitrary, the proof of Theorem 1.7 is complete. q 
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